How four players won 10.000 euros with the Polder Challenge!
At Polder Casino we always do our very best to provide a unique gaming experience. A few examples are our
regular promotions with reload bonuses and free spins. The most popular promotion at Polder Casino is,
without a doubt, The Surprise Spins Sunday offer. Every Sunday active players will receive free spins or a free
bonus, where no deposit is required to play one of our games. The game we have selected for our Sunday
promotion is always used in another popular promotion: The Polder Challenge!
What is the Polder Challenge?
Playing slots and videoslots is already fun, entertaining and exciting but at Polder Casino we give it an extra
twist! From Monday to Sunday our players can aim to complete a specific challenge. If the challenge is
completed successfully the player will receive a reward. The complexity of these challenges differ and as a
result so do the rewards. We ran Polder Challenges with rewards between 100 euros up to 25.000 euros.
The Polder “Gem Star” Challenge!
During the week of the 12th of September till the 18th of September our videoslot was subject to the Polder
Challenge. Gem Star is a 5 reel slot game with 3 rows and 100 win lines. While playing this great game, the look
and feel, might remind you about the. The main feature are the stacked wilds across all five reels and when
a stacked wild fully hits on one of the reels a free re-spin will follow.
The Polder Challenge with videoslot Gem Star was all about these stacked wilds and re-spins. When a player
would hit at least four stacked wilds with a minimum bet of just 1 euro the reward for completing this
challenge was set at 10.000 euros!

Four players managed to complete the Polder Challenge!
Although the Polder Challenge of the past week wasn’t easy to complete, we are happy that four players
managed to complete the challenge. When we take a closer look at the prize, 10.000 euros, the challenge of
this week was definitely not easy.
This is how our players won 10.000 euros:
How our lucky players managed to hit the minimum of four stacked wilds during the Polder Challenge of the
past week is explained below with a nice picture of their final spin:
The first winner – Tuesday the 13th at 01:55 hours:
The first player who managed to win the Polder Challenge was Wilma. While she played with a bet of 1 euros it
took her about 200 spins before the fun starts. During one of her spins a stacked wild symbol appeared on reel
three and the re-spin that followed immediately gave her another stacked wild on reel one and four. One
stacked wild away to win a massive prize of 10.000 euro and being the first winner of this week’s Polder
Challenge. And luckily for her this Wild appeared on reel two:
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The four spins gave Wilma a win of 416,20 euros which is already nice but with this fabulous hit she is also the
first player who won the grand prize of 10.000 euros!
The second winner – Tuesday the 13th at 20:35 hours:
Petra was playing Gem Star for quite some time before she saw a stacked wild appear on reel 4. The re-spin
that followed gave her another stacked wild on reel 2 and reel 5. One stacked wild was needed to win the
grand prize of 10.000 euros! Luckily for her the stacked wild did hit, nicely on reel 1:

With a bet of 2 euros these three spins resulted in a win of 536 euros plus 10.000 euros for completing the
Challenge!
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The third winner – Wednesday the 14th at 23:55 hours:
Our next winner needed one spin extra to complete the challenge. Although his first spin shown two wild
symbols on the first reel, the second and third reel were stacked. The re-spin that followed showed another
stacked wild symbol on reel four. One more stacked wild to go to complete the challenge:

The third re-spins shows a stacked wild on reel one! With another spin to go the result of 4 re-spins was 560,90
euros on a bet of 1 euro and of course the grand prize of 10.000 euros for completing the challenge!
The fourth winner – Thursday the 15th at 01:55 hours:
Our fourth and final winner was Natasha who was playing at one euro bet before a stacked wild appeared on
reel four. The following spin gave her a nice combination of five of a kind with the blue star symbol and two
additional stacked wilds on reel two and three. One stacked wild away to win 10.000 euros and luckily for
Natasha that stacked wild symbol hits reel five:

